
Many Rivers Montessori Diversity Book Fair 2019 
Also Recommended List:  

This list of books will not be on display, but you are welcome to order these or any other titles 
with the Barnes & Noble representative at school, in-store, or online (online recommended 

only for out-of-town family and friends) 
 
 
Adoption 
A Crazy-Much Love by Joy Jordan-Lake “How MUCH is the crazy-much love?” This simple              
question is answered as two parents recount the journey of adopting their daughter and the               
many milestone moments that follow. From the child’s first bath and first time riding a tricycle, all                 
the way to her boarding that big yellow bus, the crazy-much love grows SO MUCH that it spills                  
out the windows and busts down the doors. A warm, lyrical celebration of the deep love parents                 
hold for their children, and a comforting message for kids about how there can be only one                 
special YOU. 3 - 7 years 
 
 
 
African, African American 
Sing to the Moon by Nansubuga Nagaddya Isdahl For one little Ugandan boy, no wish is too                 
big. First he dreams of reaching the stars and then of riding a supernova straight to Mars. But                  
on a rainy day at his grandfather's house, he is brought down to earth with a bump. Do                  
adventures only happen in galaxies far away or can he find magic a little closer to home? A                  
touching story of a grandfather's love for his grandson and the quiet pleasures of a rainy day. 4                  
- 8 years 
 
The Story of Ruby Bridges by Robert Coles 
The year is 1960, and six-year-old Ruby Bridges and her family have recently moved from 
Mississippi to New Orleans in search of a better life. When a judge orders Ruby to attend first 
grade at William Frantz Elementary, an all-white school, Ruby must face angry mobs of parents 
who refuse to send their children to school with her. Told with Robert Coles' powerful narrative 
and dramatically illustrated by George Ford, Ruby's story of courage, faith, and hope is now 
available in this special 50th anniversary edition with an updated afterword! 4 - 8 years 
 
Child Of the Civil Rights Movement by Paula Young Shelton 
Paula Young Shelton, daughter of Civil Rights activist Andrew Young, brings a child’s unique 
perspective to an important chapter in America’s history. Paula grew up in the deep south, in a 
world where whites had and blacks did not. With an activist father and a community of leaders 
surrounding her, including Uncle Martin (Martin Luther King), Paula watched and listened to the 
struggles, eventually joining with her family—and thousands of others—in the historic march 
from Selma to Montgomery. Poignant, moving, and hopeful, this is an intimate look at the birth 
of the Civil Rights Movement. 4 - 8 years 
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Dragons in a Bag by Zetta Elliott 
Set in gentrifying Brooklyn, Dragons in a Bag is about a young boy (Jax) who spends the day 
with an elderly neighbor (Ma) while his mother goes to court to challenge their eviction. To Jax’s 
surprise, Ma is a witch who needs his help on a mission to deliver three young dragons to 
another realm. He agrees. No spoilers here. Just be warned that readers will anxiously await the 
sequel. Reading Level: Grades 3-5 

It’s Trevor Noah: Born a Crime : Stories for a South African Childhood (Adapted for 
Young Readers) by Trevor Noah
This compelling memoir blends drama, comedy, and tragedy to depict the day-to-day trials that 
turned a boy into a young man. In a country where racism barred blacks from social, 
educational, and economic opportunity, Trevor surmounted staggering obstacles and created a 
promising future for himself, thanks to his mom’s unwavering love and indomitable will. 10 years 
and up, Grade 5 and up 

One Person, No Vote: How Not All Voters are Treated Equally [Young Adult Edition] by 
Carol Anderson and Tonya Bolden. From the award-winning, New York Times bestselling 
author of White Rage, the startling and timely history of voter suppression in America, with a 
foreword by Senator Dick Durbin. In her New York Times bestseller White Rage, Carol 
Anderson laid bare an insidious history of policies that have systematically impeded black 
progress in America, from 1865 to our combustible present. With One Person, No Vote, she 
chronicles a related history: the rollbacks to African American participation in the vote since the 
2013 Supreme Court decision that eviscerated the Voting Rights Act of 1965. Known as the 
Shelby ruling, this decision effectively allowed districts with a demonstrated history of racial 
discrimination to change voting requirements without approval from the Department of Justice. 
Focusing on the aftermath of Shelby, Anderson follows the astonishing story of 
government-dictated racial discrimination unfolding before our very eyes as more and more 
states adopt voter suppression laws. In gripping, enlightening detail she explains how voter 
suppression works, from photo ID requirements to gerrymandering to poll closures. And with 
vivid characters, she explores the resistance: the organizing, activism, and court battles to 
restore the basic right to vote to all Americans as the nation gears up for the 2018 midterm 
elections. 12 - 17 years 

 

Asian/Asian American
Front Desk by Kelly Yang 
Mia Tang has a lot of secrets. Number 1: She lives in a motel, not a big house. Every day, while 
her immigrant parents clean the rooms, ten-year-old Mia manages the front desk of the Calivista 
Motel and tends to its guests. Number 2: Her parents hide immigrants. And if the mean motel 
owner, Mr. Yao, finds out they've been letting them stay in the empty rooms for free, the Tangs 
will be doomed. Number 3: She wants to be a writer. But how can she when her mom thinks she 
should stick to math because English is not her first language? It will take all of Mia's courage, 
kindness, and hard work to get through this year. Will she be able to hold on to her job, help the 
immigrants and guests, escape Mr. Yao, and go for her dreams? 8 - 12 years, Grade Level: 3 - 
7 
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Soul of the Sword (Shadow of the Fox) by Julie Kagawa. 
Kitsune shapeshifter Yumeko has one task: to take her piece of the ancient and powerful Scroll 
of a Thousand Prayers to the Steel Feather temple in order to prevent the summoning of the 
Harbinger of Change, the great Kami Dragon who will grant one wish to whomever holds the 
scroll. But she has a new enemy now, more dangerous than any she has yet faced. The demon 
Hakaimono is free at last, and he has possessed the very person Yumeko trusted to protect her 
from the evil at her heels, Kage Tatsumi of the Shadow Clan. Hakaimono has only one goal: to 
break the curse of the sword and set himself free to rain chaos and destruction over the land 
forevermore. To do so, he will need the scroll. And Yumeko is the only one standing in his way. 
Teen - Young Adult 

Spin the Dawn (The Blood of Stars) by Elizabeth Lim. 
Maia Tamarin dreams of becoming the greatest tailor in the land, but as a girl, the best she can 
hope for is to marry well. When a royal messenger summons her ailing father, once a tailor of 
renown, to court, Maia poses as a boy and takes his place. She knows her life is forfeit if her 
secret is discovered, but she’ll take that risk to achieve her dream and save her family from ruin. 
There’s just one catch: Maia is one of twelve tailors vying for the job. Backstabbing and lies run 
rampant as the tailors compete in challenges to prove their artistry and skill. Maia’s task is 
further complicated when she draws the attention of the court enchanter, Edan, whose piercing 
eyes seem to see straight through her disguise. And nothing could have prepared her for the 
final challenge: to sew three magic gowns for the emperor’s reluctant bride-to-be, from the 
laughter of the sun, the tears of the moon, and the blood of stars. With this impossible task 
before her, she embarks on a journey to the far reaches of the kingdom, seeking the sun, the 
moon, and the stars, and finding more than she ever could have imagined. 12 years and up 

Patron Saints of Nothing by Randy Ribay. 
Jay Reguero plans to spend the last semester of his senior year playing video games before 
heading to the University of Michigan in the fall. But when he discovers that his Filipino cousin 
Jun was murdered as part of President Duterte’s war on drugs, and no one in the family wants 
to talk about what happened, Jay travels to the Philippines to find out the real story. Hoping to 
uncover more about Jun and the events that led to his death, Jay is forced to reckon with the 
many sides of his cousin before he can face the whole horrible truth — and the part he played in 
it. 12 - 18 years 

The Downstairs Girl by Stacey Lee.  
By day, seventeen-year-old Jo Kuan works as a lady’s maid for the cruel daughter of one of the 
wealthiest men in Atlanta. But by night, Jo moonlights as the pseudonymous author of a 
newspaper advice column for the genteel Southern lady, “Dear Miss Sweetie.” When her 
column becomes wildly popular, she uses the power of the pen to address some of society’s ills, 
but she’s not prepared for the backlash that follows when her column challenges fixed ideas 
about race and gender. While her opponents clamor to uncover the secret identity of Miss 
Sweetie, a mysterious letter sets Jo off on a search for her own past and the parents who 
abandoned her as a baby. But when her efforts put her in the crosshairs of Atlanta’s most 
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notorious criminal, Jo must decide whether she, a girl used to living in the shadows, is ready to 
step into the light. 12 years and up 

 

Differently Abled
The Silence Between Us by Alison Gervais. Moving halfway across the country to Colorado              
right before senior year isn’t Maya’s idea of a good time. Leaving behind Pratt School for the                 
Deaf where she’s been a student for years only to attend a hearing school is even worse. Maya                  
has dreams of breaking into the medical field and is determined to get the grades and a college                  
degree to match, and she’s never considered being Deaf a disability. But her teachers and               
classmates at Engelmann High don’t seem to share her optimism. And then there’s Beau              
Watson, Engelmann’s student body president and overachiever. Maya suspects Beau’s got a            
hidden agenda when he starts learning ASL to converse with her, but she also can’t deny it’s                 
nice to sign with someone amongst all the lip reading she has to do with her hearing teachers                  
and classmates. Maya has always been told that Deaf/hearing relationships never work, and yet              
she can’t help but be drawn to Beau as they spend more and more time together. But as much                   
as Maya and Beau genuinely feel for one another, there are unmistakable differences in their               
worlds. When Maya passes up a chance to receive a cochlear implant, Beau doesn’t              
understand why Maya wouldn’t want to hear again. Maya is hurt Beau would want her to be                 
anything but who she is—she’s always been proud to be Deaf, something Beau won’t ever be                
able to understand. Maya has to figure out whether bridging that gap between the Deaf and                
hearing worlds will be worth it, or if staying true to herself matters more. Features a Deaf                 
protagonist whose fascinating point of view makes this novel difficult to put down - clean teen                
romance. Teen - Young Adult 
 
 

 

Indian/Indian American
Count Me In by Varsha Bajaj  
An uplifting story, told through the alternating voices of two middle-schoolers, in which a              
community rallies to reject racism. Karina Chopra would have never imagined becoming            
friends with the boy next door--after all, they've avoided each other for years and she assumes                
Chris is just like the boys he hangs out with, who she labels a pack of hyenas. Then Karina's                   
grandfather starts tutoring Chris, and she discovers he's actually a nice, funny kid. But one               
afternoon something unimaginable happens--the three of them are assaulted by a stranger who             
targets Indian-American Karina and her grandfather because of how they look. Her grandfather             
is gravely injured and Karina and Chris vow not to let hate win. When Karina posts a few photos                   
related to the attack on social media, they quickly attract attention, and before long her               
#CountMeIn post--"What does an American look like? #immigrants #WeBelong #IamAmerican          
#HateHasNoHomeHere"--goes viral and a diverse population begin to add their own photos.            
Then, when Papa is finally on the road to recovery, Karina uses her newfound social media                
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reach to help celebrate both his homecoming and a community coming together. 10 years and               
up, Grade Level: 5 - 6 

 

Latinx
Last Stop On Market Street by Matt de la Pena
Every Sunday after church, CJ and his grandma ride the bus across town. But today, CJ                
wonders why they don't own a car like his friend Colby. Why doesn’t he have an iPod like the                   
boys on the bus? How come they always have to get off in the dirty part of town? Each question                    
is met with an encouraging answer from grandma, who helps him see the beauty—and fun—in               
their routine and the world around them. This energetic ride through a bustling city highlights the                
wonderful perspective only grandparent and grandchild can share, and comes to life through             
Matt de la Pena’s vibrant text and Christian Robinson’s radiant illustrations. 3 - 5 years 

A Chair For My Mother by Vera B. Williams
This classic and award-winning picture book was written and illustrated by the celebrated Vera              
B. Williams and was named a Caldecott Honor Book by the American Library Association. "A               
tender knockout . . . it's rare to find much vitality, spontaneity, and depth of feeling in such a                   
simple, young book."—Kirkus Reviews. After their home is destroyed by a fire, Rosa, her              
mother, and grandmother save their coins to buy a really comfortable chair for all to enjoy. A                 
Chair for My Mother has sold more than a million copies and is an ideal choice for reading and                   
sharing at home and in the classroom. "A superbly conceived picture book expressing the joyful               
spirit of a loving family."—The Horn Book 4 - 8 years 

Day of the Dead Activity Book by Karl Jones
Day of the Dead or Día de Los Muertos is a vibrant fall holiday celebrated through the United                  
States, Mexico and central America. In this award-winning activity book, readers explore an             
illustrated world illuminating the traditions and history of Day of the Dead through a series of                
mazes, puzzles and activities, using press out forms to create shrines and masks which can be                
decorated with the stickers included in the book, preparing readers young and old to celebrate               
this vibrant and increasingly popular holiday. 6 - 9 years 

Don’t Date Rosa Santos by Nina Moreno. 
Rosa Santos is cursed by the sea-at least, that’s what they say. Dating her is bad news, 
especially if you’re a boy with a boat. But Rosa feels more caught than cursed. Caught between 
cultures and choices. Between her abuela, a beloved healer and pillar of their community, and 
her mother, an artist who crashes in and out of her life like a hurricane. Between Port Coral, the 
quirky South Florida town they call home, and Cuba, the island her abuela refuses to talk about. 
As her college decision looms, Rosa collides-literally-with Alex Aquino, the mysterious boy with 
tattoos of the ocean whose family owns the marina. With her heart, her family, and her future on 
the line, can Rosa break a curse and find her place beyond the horizon? Teen - Young Adult 
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The Other Side: Stories of Central American Teens who Dream of Crossing the Border by 
Juan Pablo Villalobos.  
Every year, thousands of migrant children and teens cross the U.S.-Mexico border. The journey 
is treacherous and sometimes deadly, but worth the risk for migrants who are escaping gang 
violence and poverty in their home countries. And for those refugees who do succeed? They 
face an immigration process that is as winding and multi-tiered as the journey that brought them 
here. 12-18 years 

 

 
 

LGBTQ+
Aalfred and Aalbert by Morag Hood 
Aalfred and Aalbert lead solitary lives. Sometimes, Aalfred thinks he might like to be part of a                 
pair, and sometimes Aalbert thinks he might like to be one of two. But Aalfred sleeps all day,                  
and Aalbert sleeps all night--so how will the two ever meet? Luckily, a helpful bystander               
intervenes and when Aalfred and Aalbert's paths cross in the most unexpected way, they find               
that they go together quite well, just like cheese and broccoli. This adorable story about two                
aardvarks and an unlikely matchmaker will appeal to families with LGBTQ parents and family              
members as author-illustrator Morag Hood keeps children laughing with funny situations and            
entertaining teachable moments about relationships. 3 - 5 years 

Like a Love Story by Abdi Nazemian. 
It’s 1989 in New York City, and for three teens, the world is changing. Reza is an Iranian boy                   
who has just moved to the city with his mother to live with his stepfather and stepbrother. He’s                  
terrified that someone will guess the truth he can barely acknowledge about himself. Reza              
knows he’s gay, but all he knows of gay life are the media’s images of men dying of AIDS. Judy                    
is an aspiring fashion designer who worships her uncle Stephen, a gay man with AIDS who                
devotes his time to activism as a member of ACT UP. Judy has never imagined finding                
romance…until she falls for Reza and they start dating. Art is Judy’s best friend, their school’s                
only out and proud teen. He’ll never be who his conservative parents want him to be, so he                  
rebels by documenting the AIDS crisis through his photographs. As Reza and Art grow closer,               
Reza struggles to find a way out of his deception that won’t break Judy’s heart—and destroy the                 
most meaningful friendship he’s ever known.  12 - 18 years  

Alexis vs. Summer Vacation by Sarah Jamila Stevenson.  
The summer before high school is supposed to be a time to reinvent yourself, but 
fourteen-year-old Alexis isn’t sure who she wants to be. It doesn’t help that she hasn’t mustered 
up the courage to talk to Hayley, that cute junior lifeguard at the local pool, or that she doesn’t 
know what liking a girl means for her identity. When she meets Luke and Jason, she discovers 
she isn’t the only person who hasn’t figured life out. Alexis devises a plan for the three of them 
to level up by taking charge and changing their situations for the better. She soon discovers that 
being assertive isn’t as easy as rolling the die in her fantasy role-playing game. Alexis must 
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learn to navigate how to be a good friend and speak up for herself or risk failing at the game 
called life. Teen 

The Truth Is by Nonique Ramos.  
Fifteen-year-old Verdad doesn’t think she has time for love. She’s still struggling to process the 
recent death of her best friend, Blanca; dealing with the high expectations of her hardworking 
Puerto Rican mother and the absence of her remarried father; and keeping everyone at a 
distance. But when she meets Danny, a new guy at school―who happens to be trans―all bets 
are off. Verdad suddenly has to deal with her mother’s disapproval of her relationship with 
Danny as well as her own prejudices and questions about her identity, and Danny himself, who 
is comfortable in his skin but keeping plenty of other secrets. Teen - YA 

 
 
Multicultural 
A Moon For Moe and Mo by Jane Breskin Zalben 
An interfaith friendship develops when Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish New Year, overlaps with the              
Muslim holiday of Ramadan--an occurence that happens only once every thirty years or so. 3 -                
7 years 

The Candle and the Flame by Nafiza Azad. Fatima lives in the city of Noor, a thriving stop 
along the Silk Road. There the music of myriad languages fills the air, and people of all faiths 
weave their lives together. However, the city bears scars of its recent past, when the chaotic 
tribe of Shayateen djinn slaughtered its entire population — except for Fatima and two other 
humans. Now ruled by a new maharajah, Noor is protected from the Shayateen by the Ifrit, djinn 
of order and reason, and by their commander, Zulfikar. But when one of the most potent of the 
Ifrit dies, Fatima is changed in ways she cannot fathom, ways that scare even those who love 
her. Oud in hand, Fatima is drawn into the intrigues of the maharajah and his sister, the affairs 
of Zulfikar and the djinn, and the dangers of a magical battlefield. 12 years and up 

 

Muslim
Laila and the Sands of Time by Shirin Shamsi  
After Laila’s beloved father passes away, she’s even more emotionally distant with her new              
family from his second marriage. An opportunity to go on a pilgrimage to Mecca ends up with                 
her taking a step backwards in time to the land of her mother’s ancestors. During her                
adventures, Laila recalls the poignant occasions that she shared with her father. Eventually she              
discovers the amazing family connections that allow her to finally forge an emotional             
relationship with her new family. Written with superb detail and sense of urgency, the story               
highlights the marvels and beauty of a faith that has sustained Laila’s ancestors over many               
centuries. I highly recommend this book for middle-schoolers and others who want to             
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understand the history and beliefs of Laila’s faith and its profound influence on her modern-day               
life in Chicago. Age Range: 8 - 12 years, Grade Level: 4 - 6  

An American Family: A Memoir of Hope and Sacrifice by Khizr Khan  
In fewer than three hundred words, Khizr Khan electrified viewers around the world when he               
took the stage at the 2016 Democratic National Convention. And when he offered to lend               
Donald Trump his own much-read and dog-eared pocket Constitution, his gesture perfectly            
encapsulated the feelings of millions. But who was that man, standing beside his wife, extolling               
the promises and virtues of the U.S. Constitution? In this urgent and timeless immigrant story,               
we learn that Khizr Khan has been many things. He was the oldest of ten children born to                  
farmers in Pakistan, and a curious and thoughtful boy who listened rapt as his grandfather               
recited Rumi beneath the moonlight. He was a university student who read the Declaration of               
Independence and was awestruck by what might be possible in life. He was a hopeful suitor,                
awkwardly but earnestly trying to win the heart of a woman far out of his league. He was a                   
brilliant and diligent young family man who worked two jobs to save enough money to put                
himself through Harvard Law School. He was a loving father who, having instilled in his children                
the ideals that brought him and his wife to America—the sense of shared dignity and mutual                
responsibility—tragically lost his son, an Army captain killed while protecting his base camp in              
Iraq. He was and is a patriot, and a fierce advocate for the rights, dignities, and values                 
enshrined in the American system. An American Family shows us who Khizr Khan and millions               
of other American immigrants are, and why—especially in these tumultuous times—we must not             
be afraid to step forward for what we believe in when it matters most. [Intersects with                
Immigration] Adult 

 
 

Native American/Indigenous 
Awasis and the World Famous Bannock by Dallas Hunt This whimsical story celebrates the              
revitalization of Cree dialects and traditional methods of storytelling. During an unfortunate            
mishap, young Awâsis loses Kôhkum’s freshly baked world-famous bannock. Not knowing what            
to do, Awâsis seeks out a variety of other-than-human relatives willing to help. What adventures               
are in store for Awâsis?The book includes a pronunciation guide and the recipe for Kôhkum’s               
world-famous bannock. 4 - 8 years 
 
The Birchbark House by Louise Erdrich 
Nineteenth-century American pioneer life was introduced to thousands of young readers by            
Laura Ingalls Wilder's beloved Little House books. With The Birchbark House, award-winning            
author Louise Erdrich's first novel for young readers, this same slice of history is seen through                
the eyes of the spirited, 7-year-old Ojibwa girl Omakayas, or Little Frog, so named because her                
first step was a hop. The sole survivor of a smallpox epidemic on Spirit Island, Omakayas, then                 
only a baby girl, was rescued by a fearless woman named Tallow and welcomed into an Ojibwa                 
family on Lake Superior's Madeline Island, the Island of the Golden-Breasted Woodpecker. We             
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follow Omakayas and her adopted family through a cycle of four seasons in 1847, including the                
winter, when a historically documented outbreak of smallpox overtook the island. Readers will             
be riveted by the daily life of this Native American family, in which tanning moose hides, picking                 
berries, and scaring crows from the cornfield are as commonplace as encounters with bear cubs               
and fireside ghost stories. Erdrich--a member of the Turtle Mountain Band of Ojibwa--spoke to              
Ojibwa elders about the spirit and significance of Madeline Island, read letters from travelers,              
and even spent time with her own children on the island, observing their reactions to woods,                
stones, crayfish, bear, and deer. The author's softly hewn pencil drawings infuse life and              
authenticity to her poetic, exquisitely wrought narrative. Omakayas is an intense, strong, likable             
character to whom young readers will fully relate--from her mixed emotions about her siblings, to               
her discovery of her unique talents, to her devotion to her pet crow Andeg, to her budding                 
understanding of death, life, and her role in the natural world. We look forward to reading more                 
about this brave, intuitive girl--and wholeheartedly welcome Erdrich's future series to the canon             
of children's classics [MN Author, Series] 9 years and up 
 
The Good Path by Thomas Peacock and Marlene Wisuri 
Kids of all cultures journey through time with the Ojibwe people as their guide to the Good Path 
and its universal lessons of courage, cooperation, and honor. Through traditional native tales, 
hear about Grandmother Moon, the mysterious Megis shell, and the souls of plants and 
animals. Through Ojibwe history, learn how trading posts, treaties, and warfare affected Native 
Americans. Through activities designed especially for kids, discover fun ways to follow the Good 
Path's timeless wisdom every day. [Local author] Grade 3 and up 
 
Road to Sweetgrass  by Linda Legarde Grover  
Set in northern Minnesota, The Road Back to Sweetgrass follows Dale Ann, Theresa, and 
Margie, a trio of American Indian women, from the 1970s to the present, observing their coming 
of age and the intersection of their lives as they navigate love, economic hardship, loss, and 
changing family dynamics on the fictional Mozhay Point reservation. As young women, all three 
leave their homes. Margie and Theresa go to Duluth for college and work; there Theresa gets to 
know a handsome Indian boy, Michael Washington, who invites her home to the Sweetgrass 
land allotment to meet his father, Zho Wash, who lives in the original allotment cabin. When 
Margie accompanies her, complicated relationships are set into motion, and tensions over “real 
Indian-ness” emerge. Dale Ann, Margie, and Theresa find themselves pulled back again and 
again to the Sweetgrass allotment, a silent but ever-present entity in the book; sweetgrass itself 
is a plant used in the Ojibwe ceremonial odissimaa bag, containing a newborn baby’s umbilical 
cord. In a powerful final chapter, Zho Wash tells the story of the first days of the allotment, when 
the Wazhushkag, or Muskrat, family became transformed into the Washingtons by the pen of a 
federal Indian agent. This sense of place and home is both tangible and spiritual, and Linda 
LeGarde Grover skillfully connects it with the experience of Native women who came of age 
during the days of the federal termination policy and the struggle for tribal self-determination. 
The Road Back to Sweetgrass is a novel that that moves between past and present, the Native 
and the non-Native, history and myth, and tradition and survival, as the people of Mozhay Point 
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navigate traumatic historical events and federal Indian policies while looking ahead to future 
generations and the continuation of the Anishinaabe people. [Local Author] Adult  
 
Onigamiising: Seasons of an Ojibwe Year 3rd ed. Edition by Linda Legarde Grover  
Long before it came to be known as Duluth, the land at the western tip of Lake Superior was 
known to the Ojibwe as Onigamiising, “the place of the small portage.” There the Ojibwe lived in 
keeping with the seasons, moving among different camps for hunting and fishing, for cultivating 
and gathering, for harvesting wild rice and maple sugar. In Onigamiising Linda LeGarde Grover 
accompanies us through this cycle of the seasons, one year in a lifelong journey on the path to 
Mino Bimaadiziwin, the living of a good life. In fifty short essays, Grover reflects on the spiritual 
beliefs and everyday practices that carry the Ojibwe through the year and connect them to this 
northern land of rugged splendor. As the four seasons unfold—from Ziigwan (Spring) through 
Niibin and Dagwaagin to the silent, snowy promise of Biboon—the award-winning author writes 
eloquently of the landscape and the weather, work and play, ceremony and tradition and family 
ways, from the homey moments shared over meals to the celebrations that mark life’s great 
events. Now a grandmother, a Nokomis, beginning the fourth season of her life, Grover draws 
on a wealth of stories and knowledge accumulated over the years to evoke the Ojibwe 
experience of Onigamiising, past and present, for all time. [Local Author] Adult 
 
 

Race 
Waking Up White by Peggy Irving 
For twenty-five years, Debby Irving sensed inexplicable racial tensions in her personal and 
professional relationships. As a colleague and neighbor, she worried about offending people 
she dearly wanted to befriend. As an arts administrator, she didn't understand why her diversity 
efforts lacked traction. As a teacher, she found her best efforts to reach out to students and 
families of color left her wondering what she was missing. Then, in 2009, one "aha!" moment 
launched an adventure of discovery and insight that drastically shifted her worldview and 
upended her life plan. In Waking Up White, Irving tells her often cringe-worthy story with such 
openness that readers will turn every page rooting for her-and ultimately for all of us. Adult 

The New Jim Crow by Michelle Alexander 
The New Jim Crow was initially published with a modest first printing and reasonable 
expectations for a hard-hitting book on a tough topic. Now, ten-plus printings later, the 
long-awaited paperback version of the book Lani Guinier calls “brave and bold,” and Pulitzer 
Prize–winner David Levering Lewis calls “stunning,” will at last be available. 
In the era of colorblindness, it is no longer socially permissible to use race, explicitly, as a 
justification for discrimination, exclusion, and social contempt. Yet, as legal star Michelle 
Alexander reveals, today it is perfectly legal to discriminate against convicted criminals in nearly 
all the ways that it was once legal to discriminate against African Americans. Once you’re 
labeled a felon, the old forms of discrimination—employment discrimination, housing 
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discrimination, denial of the right to vote, denial of educational opportunity, denial of food 
stamps and other public benefits, and exclusion from jury service—are suddenly legal. 
Featured on The Tavis Smiley Show, Bill Moyers Journal, Democracy Now, and C-Span’s 
Washington Journal, The New Jim Crow has become an overnight phenomenon, sparking a 
much-needed conversation—including a recent mention by Cornel West on Real Time with Bill 
Maher; about ways in which our system of mass incarceration has come to resemble systems of 
racial control from a different era. Adult 
 
 
 
 
 


